

Powerful & scalable
search architecture



Platform
Independent



Advanced search
linguistics, including
spellcheck, word
stemming, and
synonyms control.



Auto-generated site
map for viewing
your site's table of
contents



Ability re-index site
through autorefresh and
manually spider
requests



Boolean, wildcard,
& phrase support in
search syntax



Index Adobe
Acrobat, and
Microsoft Office
Documents



XML formatted
search results



Seamlessly
integrated search
results



Real-time graphical
search activity
reports

FusioN
Bot
Product Overview
Product Description
According to usability studies, the number one characteristic of a successful web site is
intuitive navigation. The number one solution to address this concern is a site search and site
map application.
Think it's too difficult or too expensive to implement search on your site? Don't have access
to the hardware your site is hosted on to install a search application? NO PROBLEM.
LOGIKA Corporation, a leading provider of custom, next generation Internet search solutions,
presents FusionBot, the Web's most innovative, feature rich hosted application for instantly
building site search and vertical search solutions.
Harness the POWER of FUSION on your site with nothing to purchase, install, configure, or
maintain. FusionBot enables anyone to easily search-enable their site in minutes. With the
FusionBot Mini-Search Portal feature, provide a collection of relevant sites to create a topic
specific vertical search engine.
Utilizing our Customization Wizard, effortlessly design a dazzling and seamlessly integrated
search results page for a transparent 'fusion' between your site and the FusionBot generated
search results. Power users can take advantage of our custom template process, or preprocess their search results using XML, for complete customization control.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
FusionBot serves as an invaluable CRM tool. The FusionBot search box collects valuable
insight into what your visitors are searching for, what they can and cannot find, and how often
they rely on the search box provided. This information is made available via real-time
graphical reports generated in the MyFusionBot Member Center. Careful analysis of the
custom reports will help to design your site's content for maximum effectiveness and
customer retention.
FusionBot can be implemented for FREE, or select from our Bronze, Silver, Gold, or
Platinum Packages for more robust search solutions, starting at only $20.00 per month.
For customers whose needs go beyond a single site or collection of known sites, our Platinum
Package is the perfect solution. By applying a mix of automated and human based content
categorization techniques, we can cost effectively build a comprehensive vertical search
solution for highly relevant, targeted search results around a particular segment of the
Internet.
Participate in our attractive reseller program and earn extra revenue by implementing
FusionBot on your customer's sites. Discounts start at 15% per month and increase based on
the number of subscriptions credited to your account..
Sign up today at http://www.fusionbot.com, and put the POWER of FUSION
to work on your site in minutes.

Harness the power of seamless site search & vertical search solutions

